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Abstract
The mapping or binding of IP addresses to host names became 
a major problem in the rapidly growing Internet and the higher 
level binding effort went through different stages of development 
up to the currently used Domain Name System (DNS).The DNS 
Security is designed to provide security by combining the concept 
of both the Digital Signature and Asymmetric key (Public key) 
Cryptography. Here the Public key is send instead of Private Key. 
The DNS security uses Message Digest Algorithm to compress the 
Message (text file) and PRNG (Pseudo Random Number Generator) 
Algorithm for generating Public and Private Key. The message 
combines with the Private Key to form a Signature using DSA 
Algorithm, which is send along with the Public key. The receiver 
uses the Public key and DSA Algorithm to form a Signature. If 
this Signature matches with the Signature of the message received, 
the message is Decrypted and read else discarded.

I. Introduction
The Domain Name System (DNS) has become a critical operational 
part of the Internet Infrastructure, yet it has no strong security 
mechanisms to assure Data Integrity or Authentication. 
Extensions to the DNS are described that provide these services 
to security aware resolves are applications through the use of 
Cryptographic Digital Signatures. These Digital Signatures are 
included zones as resource records.
The extensions also provide for the storage of Authenticated Public 
keys in the DNS. This storage of keys can support general Public 
key distribution services as well as DNS security. These stored 
keys enables security aware resolvers to learn the authenticating 
key of zones, in addition to those for which they are initially 
configured. Keys associated with DNS names can be retrieved 
to support other protocols. In addition, the security extensions 
provide for the Authentication of DNS protocol transactions.

II. Problem Identification
Authenticity is based on the identity of some entity. This entity 
has to prove that it is genuine. In many Network applications the 
identity of participating entities is simply determined by their 
names or addresses. High level applications use mainly names for 
authentication purposes, because address lists are much harder to 
create, understand, and maintain than name lists.
Assuming an entity wants to spoof the identity of some other 
entity, it is enough to change the mapping between its low level 
address and its high level name. It means that an attacker can fake 
the name of someone by modifying the association of his address 
from his own name to the name he wants to impersonate. Once an 
attacker has done that, an authenticator can no longer distinguish 
between the true and fake entity.

A. Overview of the DNS
To connect to a system that supports IP, the host initiating the 
connection must know in advance the IP address of the remote 
system. An IP address is a 32-bit number that represents the location 
of the system on a network. The 32-bit address is separated into 
four octets and each octet is typically represented by a decimal 

number. The four decimal numbers are separated from each other 
by a dot character (“.”). Even though four decimal numbers may 
be easier to remember than thirty-two 1’s and 0’s, as with phone 
numbers, there is a practical limit as to how many IP addresses a 
person can remember without the need for some sort of directory 
assistance. The directory essentially assigns host names to IP 
addresses.
The Stanford Research Institute’s Network Information Center 
(SRI-NIC) became the responsible authority for maintaining unique 
host names for the Internet. The SRI-NIC maintained a single file, 
called hosts.txt, and sites would continuously update SRI-NIC 
with their host name to IP address mappings to add to, delete from, 
or change in the file. The problem was that as the Internet grew 
rapidly, so did the file causing it to become increasingly difficult to 
manage. Moreover, the host names needed to be unique throughout 
the worldwide Internet. With the growing size of the Internet it 
became more and more impractical to guarantee the uniqueness 
of a host name. The need for such things as a hierarchical naming 
structure and distributed management of host names paved the way 
for the creation of a new networking protocol that was flexible 
enough for use on a global scale [ALIU]. 
What evolved from this is an Internet distributed database that 
maps the names of computer systems to their respective numerical 
IP network address (es). This Internet lookup facility is the DNS. 
Important to the concept of the distributed database is delegation 
of authority. No longer is one single organization responsible for 
host name to IP address mappings, but rather those sites that are 
responsible for maintaining host names for their organization(s) 
can now regain that control. 

B. Fundamentals of DNS 
The DNS not only supports host name to network address 
resolution, known as forward resolution, but it also supports 
network address to host name resolution, known as inverse 
resolution. Due to its ability to map human memorable system 
names into computer network numerical addresses, its distributed 
nature, and its robustness, the DNS has evolved into a critical 
component of the Internet. Without it, the only way to reach other 
computers on the Internet is to use the numerical network address. 
Using IP addresses to connect to remote computer systems is not 
a very user-friendly representation of a system’s location on the 
Internet and thus the DNS is heavily relied upon to retrieve an IP 
address by just referencing a computer system’s Fully Qualified 
Domain Name (FQDN). A FQDN is basically a DNS host name 
and it represents where to resolve this host name within the DNS 
hierarchy.

III. Methodology
Internet Cryptography: “The Internet does use cryptography. I 
just made an SSL connection to my bank” Many connections 
like Skype, SSL are used. “Because nobody cares, Cryptography 
is pointless, attackers are exploiting buffer overflows; they 
aren’t intercepting or forging packets.” “The Internet does use 
cryptography! I just made an SSL connection to my bank.”“It’s 
too easy to write Internet software that exchanges data without 
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any cryptographic protection. Most Internet clients and servers 
don’t know how to make cryptographic connections.”
1. Cryptography can end sniffing attackers by scrambling valid 
packets.
2. It is often mentioned as defending from privacy because the 
attackers cannot analysis the twisted packets.
3. It can also secure reliability where attackers can not find out a 
twisted counterfeit.
4. To distribute secret keys cryptography requires genuine client 
and server pair.
5. Fewer requirements are there for Public key cryptography. 
Where as, every party has one public key and both parties can 
communicate securely if each party knows the public key of other 
party.
Symmetric cryptology: data authentication
The problem Hash functions lack a key
–MDC: Manipulation Detection Codes
hash functions by a secret key
–MAC: Message Authentication Codes
Advantages of public key cryptology

decrease protection of information to secure the public key • 
privacy 
Privacy without creating secret keys• 

–tremendously useful in an open environment
Data authentication is devoid of shared secret keys: digital • 
signature

–sender and receiver have individual capabilities 
–Third party can determine dispute among sender and receiver
The First Cryptographic Hash Workshop is conducted in 
Gaithersburg; the workshop was planned in reaction of attack on 
NIST permitted Secure Hash Algorithm SHA-1. The main proposal 
to place workshop was converse about attack and analyzing the 
status comparing with other NIST approved hash algorithms. This 
conference is initiated about the issues related to SHA-256.
According to Dunkelman said, we can use current techniques to 
break 40 rounds of SHA-256, with some changes. Besides that 
we require new techniques and expecting high techniques on the 
horizon for coming years.
Rechberger proposed that wangs attack is not that much and 
able to apply SHA1 to SHA-256. It considers on the efficiency 
of SHA-256 attacks. Joux mentioned that recent attacks are 
not completely to SHA-256 but some analysts are pointing on 
SHA1 as a target. As for this attacks we need new, so he did not 
analyze that attack will be 40 rounds of SHA-256 as stated by 
Dunkelman. Kelsey acknowledged that there is no evidence if any 
complexities of SHA-2 s messages it may indulge either weaker 
or stronger to entail hash function than SHA-1.Jutla s technique 
for the SHA-1 message for expand SHA-256 can be utilized to 
give confidence.
Future Hash Functions:
Basing on future hash functions the following are listed as 
below:
1. If we have to start AES competition, we must be attentive 
to have software encryption incorporating in our mind, but the 
algorithm needs actual assortment enough to go in hardware. 
Obviously hardware benefits when new hash algorithms are placed 
in a competition.
2. The problems come with SHA-1 or SHA-2; they are attached 
by raising the number of rounds. If performance is significant 
things go better.
3. We must cross beyond the confine area in the Merkle-Damgård 
production, as well as generic attacks are blocked.

4. Perhaps we need hash function with many states and the last 
state will differ from other states.
5. specialized functions are needed, since hash function is not the 
perfect function for digital signatures for HMAC, for instance, 
some people require everything through hash function while 
others analysis that a single hash function is not applicable for all 
applications. For instance, hash function is operated from signing 
message digest to create a digital signature.
6. Now the competition was started, designs were planned rather 
than current and for the coming year’s hash functions are enhanced 
and developed. So we have to wait for knowing better about 
the hash function in basic technology before starting the hash 
function process.
7. Cooperative competition was advised; therefore hash functions 
are selected and linked with best elements.
8. Probably security is must and verifiable, the security may 
not lean on more assumption rather rely on one. However, a 
provably secure hash function may be very inefficient in terms 
of performance.
9. Randomness could be initiated into protocols therefore we wont 
rely on the hash functions potency, but it is necessary for a hash 
function to run without randomness.
10. With regards to the output of hash function the legacy systems 
can be retrofitted with minimum output.

DNS Security Algorithm Numbers
For the purpose of the registration document alters from Standards 
Track RFC. Few algorithms are benefited but they are not useful 
for Standard Track RFC. For instance, an algorithm is supported 
by government and use cryptography which is not estimated to 
place on Standards track. Even though the registry was limited 
new algorithms are occasionally used. Few developers will impose 
on the standards of the RFCs that are present in the registry as to 
reflect the update standard level of every algorithm recorded.
Fortunately, the size of the registry is tiny than more of IETF 
registries, eventually some of the DNS members in the community 
is focused on registry completing. The IETF reconsider the entry 
basing on the requirements for the registry when it is half full. 
This evaluation has firm restrictions for expanding the registry 
size. Where there is no RFC the developers need to test the private 
use values such as 253 and 254, the semantic of two values are 
not changed in the document.

IV. Related Application 

A. Generic equivalence of Breaking RSA and Factoring
The RSA cryptosystem is very difficult as factoring the modulus, 
or potentially easier while prolonging a problem in cryptography. 
In a generic mode of computation Evidently [AM09] is breaking 
RSA and factoring is same. Any standard algorithm for breaking 
RSA can be transformed into factoring algorithm.

B. Efficient Symmetric Cryptography Under Very Weak 
Assumptions
In [MT08] the new notion of an s-query weak PRF is introduced. In 
difference to the typical notion of a pseudo-random function (PRF), 
which is impossible to differentiate from a random function for a 
additionally bounded opponent asking randomly many queries. 
These functions require only secure beyond an opponent who 
consists a fixed number‘s’ of input-output pairs. Additionally, 
the inputs are irregular and they are not chosen’s-query weak 
PRF is efficient from a full-fledged PRF that probably secures 
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encryption.

C. Quantum Cryptography – Revisited
Quantum cryptography has been supported as provably secure 
based on quantum mechanics which are correct in law. [AKMR07] 
is well known security proofs in quantum cryptography; they are 
provably-secure key agreement in which schemes can be broken. 
Security was lost efficiently when it is applicable since generated 
key having provably secured. Eventually says that the definition 
is too weak with traditional security. In quantum physics the error 
is due to a locking property of the notion of existing information, 
one additional bit can access more than one bit of information. 
Basing on [Ren05] the difficulty was solved, where right security 
definition for quantum key distribution is stated and new outline 
is proposed by using the security.

D. Goals of Cryptography with network:
The main goal of cryptography is to secure the essential data 
which may not give secure to it self when it passes through a 
medium, obviously computer network is said to be medium. There 
are various cryptographic algorithms which indulge one or more 
service applications:

E. Confidentiality (secrecy)
Data must maintain secret without focusing on proper credentials. 
In this case, the attackers are capable to see the grab data which 
is locked, but it is impossible to lock for them when they see the 
data with improper information. In standard cryptography, the 
encryption algorithm is kept secret whereas it is reliable in modern 
cryptography. Hence, the algorithms are public and cryptographic 
keys are ensuring in the processes of encryption and decryption. 
This key is maintain secret but not all keys have to kept in secret, 
in few cases these keys are applied in which not all keys required 
to maintain secret, Integrity (anti-tampering)
A vital idea is present adjacent to data integrity that it possess a way 
for the recipient with a piece of data to resolve any changes over a 
span of time if possible. For instance, integrity verifies the data in 
which the data is sent by wire modified in transit. Many checksums 
can identify and correct the errors easily, whereas checksums are 
very poor to detect the skilled ones for the change of the data but 
most of the cryptographic checksums does not have this type of 
drawbacks when it is used efficiently. Data integrity is not ensured 
by encryption. Encryption algorithms of all classes are subjected to 
“bit flipping” attacks. So far as attacker has possibility to modify 
the actual value of a bit of data by modifying the consequent 
encrypted bit of data.

1. Authentication
Cryptography supports to commence an identity for authentication 
purposes.

2. Non-repudiation
Cryptography enables Bob proved that the message generally 
he received from Alice. When bob send that message Alice is 
efficiently accountable as she cannot deny (repudiate) that she sent 
that. In the normal world you have to analyze that attacker does not 
negotiate specific cryptographic keys. The SSL protocol is simple 
to use digital signatures rather supporting non-repudiation.
This type of services can be used to avoid an extensive network 
attacks, including:

(i). Snooping (Passive Eavesdropping)
An attacker observes the network traffic as it runs and record the 
remarkable data, like credit card information.

(ii). Tampering
An attacker monitors network traffic and spitefully modifies the 
data in transit (for instance, an attacker can change the content 
of an email message).

(iii). Spoofing
Attackers forge network data come from a separate network 
address where he actually comes from. This type of attack can 
be used to validate the systems which rely on host information 
(IP address).

(iv). Hijacking
If a genuine user validate, a spoofing attack can be said as “hijack” 
connection.

(v). Capture-Replay
In few situations, an attacker can maintain a record and replay 
network transactions.
For instance, sell a single share of stock while the price is elevated 
and the network protocol is not properly structured well and 
secured.

(vi). DNS-Related Incidents
Now a days DNS infrastructure is facing routine attacks but 
cryptography is not applicable because it is not deployed. Hence, 
we believe in DNS for accuracy so we can include cryptographic 
keys. So far, some classes related to DNS have been seen.
They are as follows:

Non-malicious incorrect DNS responses from caches are • 
defective software, owing misconfiguration, generating 
revenue with educated consent results dispute of party and 
implementing local community values.
Co-operation infrastructure in service provider, the steps • 
are ISP catching resolvers, manipulating registry data, it 
enhances both DNS and non-DNS targets against to denial 
service attacks and DNS considered as a traffic amplifier, 
ISP-provisioned routers or DNS support as a substitute for 
customer sites, authoritative and networks name servers, In 
case of protocol non spoofed DNS oriented attacks are beside 
of authoritative servers and necessary data is not obtainable 
for uncertain incidents.

As mentioned above leads the problem “attacks” with wrong data 
itself proves spiteful intent.
Originally DNNSEC adoption is not possible to change the usage 
of DNS patterns. If there is any consequence it is due to more 
rigid protocol design and non-complaint DNS implementations 
but not by cryptography.

V. Conclusion
The DNS is an Internet customary to work out the subjects of 
scalability that surrounds the hosts.txt file. DNS is a significant 
element of the internet as DNS is utilized extensively and also due 
to its capability of determining the host name into addresses of the 
IP for the applications as well as users equally in a suitable and 
rather consistent way. Its vigorous characteristics are encouraged 
due to the support for redundancy of DNS zone and its circulated 
management across some servers. But, the security is not included 
in the specifications of the real DNS protocol .And due to the lack 
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of security, the DNS is subjected to attacks stemming from active 
update vulnerabilities, client flooding, leakage of information, 
compromise of a DNS server’s authoritative files, cache poisoning 
techniques.
DNSSEC is a group of safety extensions added to the DNS by the 
IETF for adding security to the DNS in order to deal with these 
threats. Verification and reliability are given by the DNSSEC 
to the DNS. These security extensions address the most of the 
problems which make such attacks probable with the exception of 
information leak. After adding data origin validation for RRSets as 
signatures are formed on RRSets to offer proof of validity, one can 
diminish the Cache poisoning and client flooding attacks. Active 
update vulnerabilities are diminished by adding of operation and 
request validation, providing the required guarantee that the update 
is valid to DNS server.
DNSSEC possess some ability to shield the Internet infrastructure 
from the attacks based on DNS. DNSSEC contains some subjects 
that are quite difficult. And these issues surround its progress, 
design, and administration. Though conversation about these 
subjects is outside the range of this analysis, they are recognized in 
RFC 2541 and RFC 2535 and provide a little remarkable imminent 
into the internal plan and tasks of DNSSEC. Many topics for 
instance secure zone transfer is excluded, in addition to maintain 
the range of this paper behind but they are included in the RFC 
2535 specifications. In BIND edition 8.1.2 we obtain the former 
authorized release of a DNSSEC execution.
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